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There are three kinds of solid states of matter that can exist in physical space: quasicrystalline (quasiperi-
odic), crystalline (periodic) and amorphous (aperiodic). Herein, we consider the degree of orientational order
that develops upon the formation of a solid state to be characterized by the application of quaternion num-
bers. The formation of icosahedral quasicrystalline solids is considered alongside the development of bulk
superfluidity, characterized by a complex order parameter, that occurs by spontaneous symmetry breaking
in three-dimensions. Crystalline solid states are viewed as higher-dimensional analogues to phase-coherent
topologically-ordered superfluid states of matter that develop in restricted dimensions (Hohenberg-Mermin-
Wagner theorem). Lastly, amorphous solid states are viewed as dual to crystalline solids, in analogy to
Mott-insulating states of matter that are dual to topologically-ordered superfluids.
I. Introduction
The sphere-packing problem, which describes the ar-
rangement of atomic constituents in close-packed crys-
talline solid states, has been of great interest for sev-
eral centuries1. In three-dimensions, this topic came
to be known as Kepler’s conjecture2,3 which states that
no arrangement of equally-sized spheres filling space in
three-dimensions has a greater average density4 than
pi/3
√
2 ≈ 0.74. Cubic close-packing (FCC) and hexag-
onal close-packing (HCP) arrangements are examples of
such sphere-packing in three-dimensions. This conjecture
was proved computationally by Hales in 19985–7. More
recently, Viazovska8,9 proved that the closest-packing of
equally-sized spheres in eight-dimensions is the E8 lat-
tice which has a density of pi4/384 ≈ 0.25. These close-
packed arrangements, of equally-sized spheres, describe
crystalline ground states with perfect orientational order
in either three-dimensions or eight-dimensions.
It has been proposed by the authors that the prob-
lem of solidification can be understood by the applica-
tion of a quaternion (Q) order parameter, to characterize
the degree of orientational order in the solid states that
form from undercooled liquids. In this way, it is possi-
ble to frame crystalline solids (orientationally-ordered) in
three-dimensions or eight-dimensions as generalizations
of phase-coherent superfluids10 that are characterized by
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a complex (C) order parameter11. Following this ap-
proach, we have generated a unified topological frame-
work within which to understand the formation of the
three types of solid states in three-dimensions:
• quasicrystalline12 (quasiperiodic)
• crystalline13,14 (periodic)
• amorphous13 (aperiodic)
This unified topological framework, that applies to the
solidification of the three kinds of solid states of mat-
ter (listed above) is constructed via the application of
topology and the theory of Universality classes of phase
transitions15.
Perfectly orientationally-ordered crystalline structures,
i.e., those without any topological defects, are idealized
cases of solids that can only be realized at 0 K. At tem-
perature, even these perfect crystalline solids have a finite
density of topological defects (e.g., dislocations) whose
nucleation is necessary in order to account for crystal
entropy. Beyond perfectly orientationally-ordered crys-
tals, geometrically-frustrated crystalline solids16–18 (i.e.,
topologically close-packed, TCP) that possess 5-fold lo-
cal icosahedral order19 contain topological defects in the
ground state and warrant considerable attention. These
geometrically-frustrated crystalline solids, which have a
periodic spatial distribution of orientational disorder in
the ground state, can also be understood within our uni-
fied topological framework for solidification. Thus, by
considering a quaternion orientational order parameter
we go beyond the conventional sphere-packing problem
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2that applies to perfect crystalline solids in order to con-
sider the formation of solid states with a spatial distribu-
tion of orientational disorder (curvature).
The main section of this article (Section II) focuses on
a topological ordering field theory for solidification, us-
ing quaternion numbers to characterize orientational or-
der. Section II presents a discussion on the mechanisms
of formation of the three types of solid states of matter.
Section II is separated into two distinct subsections that
describe solidification in “bulk” dimensions (Section II A)
and in “restricted” dimensions (Section II B) separately.
Section II A describes the solidification of icosahedral
quasicrystalline states of matter, which derive by projec-
tion from the eight-dimensional E8 lattice, in analogue
to the formation of bulk superfluids in three-dimensions.
Solidification of crystalline and non-crystalline solids, in
the vicinity of an anticipated crystalline-to-glass quan-
tum phase transition that may be realized in “restricted”
dimensions, are discussed in Section II B.
II. Quaternion Field Theory of Solidification
A. Solidification in “Bulk” Dimensions: Quasicrystals
Quaternion numbers (SU(2)) have a 2-to-1 homomor-
phism20,21 with the group of rotations about an origin
in three-dimensional Euclidean space (SO(3)), and may
therefore be used to characterize orientational order that
develops upon solidification. Quaternion numbers are
four-dimensional, such that the group of all unit quater-
nions is the hyperspherical surface (S3 ∈ R4) of constant
positive curvature. The discrete nature of orientational
order in crystalline solid states is accounted for by con-
sidering the ground state manifold to be M = G/H ′,
where G=SU(2) and H ′ is the binary polyhedral group
representation of the preferred orientational order group
H ∈ SO(3). The relevant ground state manifoldM rests
in the quaternion plane. Thus, the main kind of available
topological defects belong to the third homotopy group
(i.e., pi3(M)).
Third homotopy group topological defects are higher-
dimensional analogues to quantum vortices in superfluid
ordered states of matter, in which a complex order param-
eter characterizes the degree of order (‘Mexican hat’ free
energy function22). Quantum vortices in superfluids are
holes with the superfluid circulating around the vortex
axis23. Just as the free energy cost to introduce a vortex
line in three-dimensional superfluids is much too high for
them to appear in the absence of external fields24, the
same argument applies for third homotopy group topo-
logical defects in dimensions larger than four. On the
other hand, third homotopy group defects are points in
the four-dimensional quaternion plane and so, the free
energy cost to introduce these defects in four-dimensions
should be comparable to kBT in the absence of external
fields24.
It has long been understood that icosahedral quasicrys-
talline (quasiperiodic) solids can be derived from the
8-dimensional lattice E8, whose close-packed neighbor
shells are embedded in 7-dimensional spheres (S7). This
is described mathematically by making use of the quater-
nion Hopf fibration25 decomposition of E8. Third ho-
motopy group topological defects in eight-dimensions are
higher-dimensional than points, and it is therefore antic-
ipated – in analogy to vortex lines in superfluids – that
they may only be introduced in the presence of an applied
field24. In this way, in eight-dimensions, the presence of
third homotopy group defects should not prevent sponta-
neous symmetry breaking at the melting temperature.
Thereby, it is anticipated that, the E8 lattice may be
realized by a conventional disorder-order phase transition
that occurs in the “bulk” dimension for the quaternion
orientational order parameter12. Quasiperiodic struc-
tures in physical space are therefore considered to be most
similar to superfluid ordered systems that exist in three-
dimensions12, which do not form by topological-ordering
(in the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless sense10,26).
B. Solidification in “Restricted” Dimensions 4D/(3D+1t):
Crystal-to-Glass Quantum Phase Transition
Phase transitions, and transport properties of or-
dered states of matter become more interesting when
the degrees of freedom of the system of particles
that undergo ordering are “restricted” in a dimen-
sional sense (Hohenberg-Mermin-Wagner (HMW) theo-
rem27–29). The original HMW theorem states that any
system with continuous symmetry (O(N), N ≥ 2) cannot
undergo spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) at any fi-
nite temperature in two- or one-dimensions27. In this
way, 2D/(1D+1t) may be considered to be “restricted”
(because SSB is not possible) for any ordered system that
3breaks a continuous symmetry group. As a consequence
of the original HMW theorem, traditional phase-coherent
ordered states cannot occur by any conventional disorder-
order phase transition in two- or one-dimensions30.
However, low-temperature complex ordered superflu-
ids do exist in “restricted” dimensions. In the case
of complex ordered systems (i.e., N = 2) that exist
in 2D/(1D+1t), which belong to the (2, 2) Universality
class, the nature of the novel phase transition towards
the phase-coherent superfluid ground state was explained
in terms of the topological-ordering of vortex/anti-vortex
point defect pairs by Berezinskii26 and Kosterlitz and
Thouless10. Such complex ordered systems, that exist in
“restricted” dimensions, are described mathematically by
the application of the O(2) quantum rotor model22,31,32.
Such O(N) quantum rotor models are essential for the
study of quantum phase transitions32, between phase-
coherent and phase-incoherent low-temperature ordered
states. In particular, in the two-dimensional N = 2
case, the O(2) quantum rotor model predicts the exis-
tence of a quantum phase transition between the super-
fluid and a Mott-insulator ordered state22 that has been
realized experimentally. In charged superfluids, this is
the superconductor-to-superinsulator transition33–36.
In the following subsections (II B 1, II B 2, II B 3), we
summarize our recent generalizations of the notion of “re-
stricted” dimensions13,14,37 (in the HMW theorem sense)
to systems with continuous symmetry (O(N), N ≥ 4)
that exist in 4D/(3D+1t). In quaternion ordered systems
(N = 4), this is a consequence of the nature of third homo-
topy group topological defects as points in 4D/(3D+1t)
which are spontaneously generated at finite temperatures.
These topological defects generate an abundance of mis-
orientational fluctuations in the quaternion order parame-
ter, that prevent spontaneous symmetry breaking at finite
temperatures. This generalization of the original HMW
theorem, to quaternion ordered systems, has been applied
(by the authors) to understand the mechanisms of solid-
ification of crystalline and non-crystalline solid states in
the vicinity of a first-order quantum phase transition at
the Kauzmann point38.
1. Perfect crystalline solid states
Crystallization in 4D/(3D+1t) has been described as
a defect-driven phase transition13,14,37, that occurs at
a finite temperature below the melting temperature, in
analogue to the formation of phase-coherent superflu-
idity in 2D/(1D+1t) systems. Therefore, crystalliza-
tion in 4D/(3D+1t) belongs to the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless universality class10,26 of phase transitions for
quaternion ordered systems. This particular topolog-
ical phase transition, occurs as third homotopy group
point defects and anti-point defects bind into complemen-
tary pairs. This is a direct higher-dimensional analogue
to vortex/anti-vortex binding at the prototypical BKT-
transition in complex ordered thin-films39.
In addition to third homotopy group topological de-
fects, as a consequence of discrete orientational order of
atomic clusters in undercooled fluids19, misorientational
fluctuations that develop below the melting temperature
also consist of disclinations that belong to the funda-
mental homotopy group of M. Upon crystallization, the
topology ofM changes discontinuously as a result of the
development of a translational lattice that corresponds
to a Brillouin zone in reciprocal space. This change in
the topology of M, from a spherical to a toroidal mani-
fold, constitutes a first-order phase transition and forces
the formation of bound states of complementary disclina-
tions that can be regarded as a dislocations40–44 that can
be drawn around M.
In this way, due to the formation of bound states of
complementary curvature-carrying disclinations, crystal-
lization may be viewed as a flattening of an undercooled
liquid into a solid state. Perfect orientational-order is
obtained for crystalline ground states in the absence of
geometrical frustration18. This occurs because, in the
absence of geometrical frustration, the plasma of topo-
logical defects that forms just below the melting tem-
perature is perfectly balanced and all of the defects are
able to form bound pairs. This ensures that the perfect
crystalline ground state is free of permanent topological
defects, and is therefore flat everywhere. Such bound
states of disclinations, i.e., dislocations, are imperfections
in a crystalline lattice and only become excited at finite
temperatures. In the same way, bound states of third
homotopy group topological defects are only present at
temperatures above 0 K.
42. Geometrically-frustrated crystalline solid states (TCP)
In analogue to complex ordered systems that exist in
“restricted” dimensions, i.e., 2D/(1D+1t), frustration of
ground states becomes possible for quaternion ordered
systems that exist in 4D/(3D+1t). Increasing frustra-
tion drives the ordered system towards a quantum phase
transition, that belongs to the relevant O(N) quantum
rotor model32. In the case of crystalline solid states, the
relevant frustration parameter is geometrical18 and is pro-
portional to the curvature that is associated with atomic
vertices whose local orientational order is incompatible
with creating a space-filling arrangement45.
The most well-known manifestation of geometrical
frustration in crystals occurs in Frank-Kasper phases
of complex transition metal alloys16,17, that form from
icosahedrally-coordinated undercooled fluids45. Posi-
tive curvature that is attributed to each icosahedrally-
coordinated atomic vertex is inversely proportional to the
radius of the {3, 3, 5} polytope, which consists of 120 par-
ticles (the binary icosahedral group) inscribed on the sur-
face of a sphere in four-dimensions. The finite positive
curvature, associated with icosahedral clustering in un-
dercooled fluids, biases the plasma of topological defects
that comprise the gas of misorientational fluctuations be-
low the melting temperature. This ensures that the space
remains flat overall.
Upon crystallization, these excess negative-signed
topological defects cannot form bound states and must
persist to the ground state. Topological defects in the
crystalline ground state, induced by geometrical frustra-
tion, form a lattice in analogue to the Abrikosov flux lat-
tice in topologically-ordered superconductors in the pres-
ence of an applied magnetic field46. In three-dimensional
Frank-Kasper crystalline solids, this manifestation of ge-
ometrical frustration in the ground state is evidenced as
the major skeleton network47 of disclination lines that
concentrate negative curvature and whose periodic ar-
rangement satisfies the third law of thermodynamics.
With a sufficient amount of geometrical frustration, the
orientationally-ordered crystalline solid state becomes en-
tirely broken down as the distance between topological
defects becomes reduced below a critical value.
3. Non-crystalline solid states
Within this unified topological framework for solidifica-
tion, amorphous solids are considered to be topologically-
ordered phases that may arise in 4D/(3D+1t) un-
charged quaternion ordered systems13 in the vicinity of
a crystalline-to-glass quantum phase transition that be-
longs to the O(4) quantum rotor model. The possibil-
ity of the existence of non-crystalline solid states (i.e.,
orientationally-disordered) is due to the duality of the
phase-amplitude uncertainty principle, that applies to the
quaternion orientational order parameter wave-function.
In this way, glassy solids are considered to be a higher-
dimensional analogue to the Mott-insulator or superinsu-
lator ground states34 that emerge on the insulating side
of the superfluid-to-Mott insulator or superconductor-to-
superinsulator transition (SIT) in complex ordered thin
films33,48.
A solidification phase diagram, in the vicinity of the
first-order crystalline-to-glass quantum phase transition
at the Kauzmann point, has been proposed by the au-
thors13,14. The glass transition is considered to belong
within the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) (4,4)
Universality class, that applies to quaternion ordered sys-
tems that exist in “restricted” dimensions. In this sense,
the glass transition occurs via the condensation of topo-
logical defects and localization of atomic particles13. The
glass transition in three-dimensions is analogous to the
formation of superinsulating phases in Josephson junc-
tion chains, that occur via instanton condensation49 and
localization of Cooper pairs50.
The duality between ordered states of matter that can
be realized in “restricted” dimensions, in the vicinity of a
quantum phase transition that belongs to the relevant
O(N) quantum rotor model22,32, manifests observably
in the transport properties. For example, as originally
predicted by t’Hooft51 (1978), the superinsulator that is
the dual to a superconductor exhibits infinite electrical
resistance52. In the same way, the thermal conductiv-
ity of crystalline and glassy solid states have long been
known53,54 to exhibit inverse behavior above approxi-
mately 50 K. Many theoretical models exist to interpret
the thermal conductivity of glasses in this temperature
range, which decreases as a function of decreasing tem-
peratures54–59 – above a plateau at low-temperatures that
is a universal feature of the thermal conductivity in non-
5crystalline solids60–64. The topological framework for so-
lidification of crystals and glasses elucidated herein points
towards a novel interpretation of this inverse transport
behavior13.
III. Conclusions
In this treatise on solidification, a unified framework
has been presented to consider the phase transitions that
give rise to the three types of solid states of matter: qua-
sicrystalline (Section II A), crystalline and glassy (Sec-
tion II B). This approach to solidification relies on the ap-
plication of a quaternion order parameter, to characterize
the degree of orientational order that develops below the
melting temperature. Fundamentally, orientationally-
ordered crystalline solids are viewed as generalizations
of phase-coherent superfluids.
The Kauzmann point, that occurs at a finite temper-
ature, has been associated with a quantum critical point
that identifies a first-order quantum phase transition be-
longing to the O(4) quantum rotor model. Such a finite-
temperature quantum critical point, between crystalline
and non-crystalline solid states, is classified as first-order.
Topologically, this is owing to the fact that the genus of
the orientational order parameter manifold changes dis-
continuously from a torus (in the crystal) to a sphere (in
the glass). This quantum phase transition is a higher-
dimensional analogue to the superfluid-to-Mott insulator
transition. It follows that, solid states in the vicinity
of the Kauzmann point exhibit topological-order in the
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless sense.
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